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-Tips for Quad-drawing / Retopo  
  

 Modeling dirty and free 

 

When modeling an object, typically the biggest hurdle is where to start. There are many 

methods to modeling i.e. box modeling, edge modeling, modeling with curves, etc. 

Regardless of which method most people choose to model in my opinion it is best to 

model without worry of poly count, edge flow, or the dreaded N-gon. When a modeler 

sets out to begin a model, it is hard to not want to keep everything perfect as you go 

and make sure everything stays as quads. But this kind of mentality can make the 

process even more slow and tedious then it already is. Modelers should be able to 

rapid concept and change the look of their models whenever necessary (or as they 

receive feedback). So, use those Booleans, interpenetrate objects, and apply those 

deformers. Once all the feedback is given and the look of the model is finalized that is 

when you start the amazing activity known as retopologizing.  

 

There are many methods of retopologizing. I am going to go into detail about two. One 

that I like to refer to as the cheating way because if it works it is so easy it feels like 

you cheated. The second being the more common and tedious practice of retopoing 

your model through quad drawing. 

 

 Using polyRemesh and polyRetopo 

 

So let’s say you have just finished modeling your object in Maya and without wireframe 

turned on it looks amazing. But with wireframe turned on it looks like this: 

 



So we begin the process of retopoing the model. First we have to take a few steps to 

make sure things go smoothly when attempting to retopo. (Many of them are just 

common practice and should be done frequently throughout modeling anyway.  

 

1. Select all the objects and delete the history. This will get rid of any deformers 

that may still be attached to the objects as well as any misc. group nodes inside 

the outliner.  

 

 

The Outliner should be clear of everything except your objects geo. You may have more 

or less depending on your model.  

 

2. Next step is to (Boolean > union) anything that is supposed to be one piece but is 

currently multiple just shoved together.  

 

a. Remember to mesh > separate before this step just in case you had 

mesh > combined at any point during your model. 

                   



b. **If objects are supposed to be disconnected for your model then you 

would not (Boolean > union)** 

3. To Boolean > union you need to select all the objects that are supposed to be 

one piece and go to Mesh > Booleans > Union 

 

4. Basically what Boolean > union does is it takes the outer most shell of the 

combined object and deletes anything inside (interpenetrating) within each 

other. 

 This is what the inside of the 

model looks like before Boolean > Union. 

 This is what the inside 

looks like after Boolean > Union. (Doing this allows the next few steps to calculate properly) 

 



Once everything has been properly unionized. The next step is to test is polyRemesh and 

polyRetopo works. 

 

**Disclaimer: The Remesh and Retopo code does not always work. Sometimes it just won’t 

work at all and sometimes it works but does a very bad job. So I will typically save my file and 

attempt to use both and if it works well then it can save you a lot of time. If it doesn’t it is okay 

because there are many other ways of retopologizing. ** 

5. With the unionized object selected, delete history once more. Edit > Delete by 

type > History 

6. Locate the MEL script box located in the bottom left corner of the UI and begin 

by typing “polyRemesh” into the box. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7. Hit [Enter] and after some time hopefully your model looks like this: 

 

 

** If your model does not look like anything has changed, don’t worry you can still attempt to 

use the polyRetopo command and see if that will work. The poly Remesh tool is typically used 

first in order to help Maya better triangulate the outer surface so that when the polyRetopo 

code is used, it is easier for the computer to retopologize but the Retopo code can be used on 

its own.** 

8. Next, open the attribute editor and tweak the Refine Threshold inside the 

PolyRemesh1 tab in order to either increase or decrease the number of 

triangles the model will have. 

 



 

Too high and the model will lose form and will essentially revert back to low poly. 

 

Too low and the model’s poly count will sky rocket to an unnecessary level. 

9. Find a setting in between. 

10. With the object selected, locate the MEL script box again and type “polyRetopo” 

inside. Hit [Enter] and after a little bit you should have something that looks like 

this: 



 

 

Turning the object from a mess of N-gons and interpenetration to a solid piece of geometry 

with considerably good edge flow.  

 V.S.  

 

Now, what if neither polyRemesh nor polyRetopo work? Sometimes the model is too 

complicated for Maya to auto retopologize for you. There are some tips to try and get it to work 

like sizing the model up to about 500% percent. Smoothing the object before attempting 

Remesh. Deleting unused items in the node editor can sometimes help as well. But, for some 

models it doesn’t matter what you do beforehand. PolyRetopo and Remesh will just not work. 

That is when you begin to Quad draw. 

 

 



 Using Quad draw / tips 

 

Quad draw is a tool that allows the user to turn the surface of the model into 

essentially a drawing board so that the modeler can quickly draw their own quads on 

top. 

 

1. To begin quad drawing the steps are very similar to setting up for 

polyRemesh. 

2. First, delete history if all the objects. 

3. Next Boolean > Union the selected objects so that there are no faces 

lying inside the model. (This will be very helpful in quad drawing because 

once the object is “live” the quads will want to snap to any “surface” 

including the ones inside the model if there are any.) 

4. Once the object is unionized delete history again. With the object 

selected locate the  icon at the top middle of the UI. Typically sitting 

under the [deform] drop down menu. 

 

 

5. Click the magnet icon and the object should turn off of wireframe and a 

message should pop up saying: “the *object name* is live”. You can also 

select the object in the outliner and the wireframe should be a dark 

green. 



 

6. Now that the object is live, go to the Modeling Toolkit. Typically found on 

the right side of the viewport next to the channel box and the attribute 

editor. If the tab is not there you can hit the  icon at the top right 

corner. 

 Scroll to the bottom of the Modeling tool kit. 



7. At the bottom of the modeling toolkit you can find a tool called 

 underneath the [Tools] tab 

8. Select the Quad draw tool and your cursor should turn into a crosshair.  

Now you should be able to [Left Click] on the object placing “dots” or vertices directly on the 

objects surface. 

 

 

9. By holding [Shift] you can fill in a section between 4 vertices to create a 

new face. 

 



10. ** Once selecting the Quad draw tool, more options should pop up inside 

the modeling tool kit. Scroll down inside the modeling tool kit menu to 

view the options. ** 

   This is where you can also find 

all of the Quad drawing specific key board shortcuts that help make quad drawing much faster 

and easier. 

11. Essentially that is the basics of Quad drawing. Placing down four points 

and then filling them in with a face. A modeler will tediously redraw ever 

poly of their model. Keyboard shortcuts are the biggest help when it 

comes to speeding up your re-topology process. But with a few tips it 

can be even faster and less frustrating. 

 

 Quad drawing tips 

 

The relax function of quad drawing is your best friend. It helps you achieve smooth edge 

flow, evenly spaced polys, and an overall smoother model.  

 

The relax function is very easy to use but can also be a large pain if not used correctly. 

 

1. Once a good amount of area has been quad drawn over. Simply drag 

your cursor over the area while holding [Shift]. Your cursor should turn 

into a little paintbrush and say the word “relax” next to it. 

The relax tool helps the quads that look like this: 



 

Turn into this: 

 

 

This is great except when you don’t want the relax brush to effect certain areas. Most common 

areas are the edges. The relax tool just smooths everything that your mouse goes over. So 

more often than not, edges go from looking like this: 



 

To looking like: 

 

The relax brush pulls the points off the edge to make them more even with the spacing of the 

rest of points but this is unwanted. You could carefully try and avoid brushing over edges and 

only brush over areas that you want to but that makes things tedious and frustrating.  

So there is a better way. 

 Changing the relax setting inside the Quad draw options tab 

 



By default, the relax brush setting is set to Auto-Lock    

 
2. Change the setting from Auto-Lock to “Interior Vertices” 

 
 

Now whenever the relax brush is used it will only effect the vertices inside the quad 

drawing. It will leave the edges locked in place. 

 

With the edges locked in place, we can return to our original quad drawing that had the 

edges nicely laid out. 

 

(**I purposefully made the inner points a mess just to show the difference at the end 

once they are relaxed. **) 

 



 

3. Add in some edge loops by holding [Ctrl] and Left Clicking an edge. 

Placing the edge loops close to the edges of your model. 

 

4. Then delete the faces just along the edges of the model as to divide the 

quad drawn mesh into multiple pieces. 

 



 

5. Now, select “soft select” by pressing [B]. The vertices should light up 

when hovered over. Hold [B] and Left Click and drag the mouse to 

increase the radius that the soft select is effecting. Increase the radius 

until all the vertices are glowing. 

 

6. Now hold [Shift} to use the relax brush while you are effecting your 

entire quad drawing. 

The edges are locked in place so they no longer get pulled away from where they need to be. 

 



7. Add back in the faces that were previously deleted and delete the 

extraneous edge loops. 

 

 

With smart placement of the vertices and where you leave your edges while you quad draw 

you can better control how the relax tool operates. 

So in conclusion, carefully draw out the edges of your object while you are quad drawing. 

Leave gaps along every edge so that they stay in place when relaxing and then quickly fill in 

the inner part of your quad drawing so that when you are ready, just soft select everything and 

relax the model all at once.  

 

More quad drawing tips coming soon… 



 

Creating a Pixelized face on a screen 
 

Why? 

Layers of the face 

 

Adding Glow to objects in Nuke. (Matte ID’s / Cryptomattes) 
 

Why? 

Using Matte ID’s 

Using Cryptomattes 

 

 

 


